Aberration estimation using EUV mask roughness
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ABSTRACT

We present a method to extract aberrations from through-focus aerial images of mask roughness on an Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) lithography mask. The algorithm uses a phase recovery algorithm based on the Weak Object Transfer Function to recover the phase and amplitude of the roughness, while considering aberrations and partially coherent illumination. Using the self-consistency of the recovered object, aberrations, and measured images as a metric, we optimize over the space of aberrations to estimate aberrations. Partially coherent illumination is needed to allow the effects of the object field and aberrations to be separated. We apply the algorithm to the EUV aerial image microscope, SHARP, using a parameterized ray tracing model to calculate the aberrations from a lower dimensional parameter space.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In some situations, it may be difficult to align optics or measure aberrations in a microscope using standard techniques such as interferometry or Shack-Hartman. An alternative approach is to measure the phase of the wavefront using other phase retrieval techniques and extract the aberrations. One way to recover aberrations this way is to take images of a known object, such as contacts, through focus and attempt to find aberrations that explain the measurements using optimization.\cite{1, 2} Since this approach only requires a model that describes forward imaging in the microscope and a known object to be imaged, it can be used to align and evaluate a microscope without the need for modifications.

We present a similar algorithm that relaxes the requirement to have a known test object. We show that under partially coherent illumination it is possible to separate the imaging contributions of aberrations and of the object. Using a phase retrieval algorithm we have developed that is able to consider aberrations and partial coherence, we are able to find both the object and the aberrations that describe the measurements.\cite{3, 4} Our phase retrieval algorithm works on the assumption that the object is weakly scattering, implying that the 0\textsuperscript{th} diffracted order dominates. Since EUV multilayer roughness is a perturbation on an ideal mirror it strongly satisfies this assumption.\cite{5}

We applied the algorithm to measurements of EUV multilayer roughness conducted using the SHARP microscope at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.\cite{6} Due to field varying aberrations and image movement caused by non-telecentricity, the algorithm was modified to calculate the aberrations for each aerial image using ray tracing. Instead of optimizing over individual aberrations, the modified algorithm optimized over the position and orientation of the zone plate to reduce the number of parameters and to handle how aberrations change with focus.
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2. ALGORITHM

Given through-focus images from a microscope with unknown aberrations, it is possible to simulate corresponding images by assuming particular aberrations. Using the difference between the simulated measurements and the actual measurements as a metric (we use the L2 norm between the stack of images), it is possible to perform an optimization (such as gradient descent) to find the aberrations that best match the measurements. This approach requires the object being imaged to be known. A more flexible approach allows the object to be arbitrary and uses the measurements and a quantitative phase retrieval algorithm to recover the object from the measurements during each step of the optimization. This approach is shown in Figure 1. A thin mask simulator can be used to calculate the simulated measurements.

There are two challenges in the proposed algorithm:

1. The phase retrieval algorithm needs to consider the currently guessed aberrations.
2. In coherent imaging the object and aberrations are not separable.

We have developed a new phase retrieval algorithm based on the weak object transfer function that works with through-focus images taken with arbitrary source shapes while fully considering an arbitrary pupil. A more detailed explanation of the algorithm is being prepared.4,7 The limitation of this algorithm is that the object needs to be weakly scattering (have a strong DC component). Phase roughness resulting from replicated multilayer roughness on EUV masks is an excellent test object—it is readily available on masks and satisfies the algorithm requirement well.

The ability to consider partially coherent illumination is critical to distinguishing the effect of the object on the measurements from the effect of the aberrations. The reason is that under coherent illumination the intensity measured is \( I = |E \ast P|^2 \), where \( E \) is the scalar electric field at the mask and \( P \) is the coherent point spread function. If both \( P \) and \( E \) are unknown, there is no way to distinguish this case from \( I = |E' \ast P'|^2 \) where \( E' \) and \( P' \) are some other electric field and pupil function. Effectively, under coherent illumination it is only possible to measure the field at the camera and not at the wafer. At that point the aberrations and object have already been combined. This problem disappears when partially coherent illumination is used because the object sees a shifted pupil function for each illumination angle. Figure 2 shows the residual error for different assumed amounts of astigmatism when the algorithm is applied to simulated through focus measurements. The goal of the optimization is to find the minimum of this curve. Twenty one through-focus images of phase roughness were simulated for defocus in the range \( \pm 5 \mu m \). The simulation used a true astigmatism value of 0.1\( \lambda \) RMS. In the case of coherent illumination there is no way to find the correct aberration—no matter what astigmatism is assumed, the algorithm is able to find an object that explains the measurements. Once partially coherent illumination is used, however, there is a minimum in the residual for the correct aberration. Notice that as the illumination becomes less coherent (\( \sigma = 0.5 \) vs. \( \sigma = 0.2 \)) the residual becomes more sensitive to the aberrations indicated by a lower sharper minimum in the residual.
3. EXPERIMENT

We applied this algorithm to data collected on the SHARP EUV mask imaging microscope. SHARP uses a single off-axis zone plate as the objective lens, resulting in two complications in the imaging characteristics:

1. The image of the object moves across the camera as focus is varied because the system uses an off-axis zone plate and off-axis illumination.
2. There are strong field dependent aberrations away from the center of the field because the system uses a single imaging lens.

These two problems together mean that the aberrations that affect a particular patch of roughness are not constant but change with focus. Since the algorithm described above considers aberrations to be constant while focus is varied, we modified the algorithm slightly. Instead of considering aberrations directly we model the zone plate physically and calculate the aberrations for each image by ray tracing using physical parameters such as the tip, tilt, and $x$, $y$, and $z$ shifts of the zone plate. This reduces the number of parameters, making the optimization more constrained and incorporates how the aberrations change with focus. A small patch of the image ($100 \times 100$ pixels at 15 nm/pixels) away from the center of the field was considered so that the aberrations could be assumed to not vary across the patch. A sample of such a patch is shown in Figure 3. The pupil function is calculated for the center of the patch in each image. An entire measured stack of 21 images with 500 nm focus steps was used. The numerical aperture (NA) was 0.0825 corresponding to a 0.33 wafer side NA, the wavelength 13.5 nm, and the illumination was a monopole with $\sigma = 0.25$.

Automatic optimization failed to converge to a reasonable and consistent position and orientation of the zone plate. We believe that the most likely reasons for this failure are field-varying illumination and stage drift, which were not considered in the model. If the assumed illumination or image alignment are incorrect the minimum that the optimization searches for will move and the algorithm will return an incorrect answer. The model could be extended to include these effects, but this also creates more local minima potentially making the optimization more difficult.

Although automatic optimization failed to produce good results in general, manually selecting values for the position and orientation of the zone plate showed some ability to calibrate the system. After manually selecting
Figure 3. A subset of through-focus aerial images of roughness measured on SHARP. This roughness is 10 \( \mu m \) from the center of the field.

Figure 4. The residual for each image is plotted for an ideal pupil that considers only defocus and no aberrations, as well as for the zone plate model that was manually optimized. The zone plate model performs better especially at the edges of the focus stack where aberrations are varying the most.

Figure 5. The recovered amplitude and phase for each model and their power spectral densities (PSD). There is a directional component in the field (most apparent in the amplitude PSD) that is likely due to aberrations being incorporated into the object. This effect is stronger for the ideal pupil case where aberrations are not being considered in the pupil function. The uncorrected aberrations are even more apparent when looking at the residual images directly. Figure 6 shows one image from the focus stack and the simulated image for each model. Notice that the residual PSD has a relatively strong directional component for the ideal pupil that is not present for the zone plate model. This indicates that the ray tracing model is removing that aberration.

4. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a way to extract aberrations from through-focus aerial images without the need for a known test object. We use partially coherent illumination to allow the pupil and object to be separated. To recover the object field we use a quantitative phase recovery algorithm based on the weak object approximation. The requirement of the algorithm to use a weakly scattering object makes EUV mask roughness an excellent test.
Figure 5. The recovered amplitude and phase and their corresponding PSDs are shown for the case of the zone plate model and the ideal pupil. The different recovered frequencies in the case of the zone plate model resulted from considering how the NA shifted geometrically in the measurements.

Figure 6. One image from the stack of images is illustrated. The corresponding simulated image, residual, and residual PSD are shown for the zone plate model and the ideal pupil case. The ideal pupil failed to account for aberrations present in the image. This is visible in the residual PSD.
object. The aberrations are found by minimizing the residual between the measurements and corresponding images simulated using the recovered object.

We applied the algorithm to data taken on the EUV microscope SHARP using a ray tracing model to calculate the field dependent aberrations. Automatic optimization encountered problems due to local minima, but manual optimization showed that the zone plate model is able to remove aberrations.
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